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1 Introduction

1.1 Objective

Problem Statement

Musicians spend a substantial amount of time learning the positions
of chords and notes on new instruments they are interested in learning.
Facilitated instrument learning will allow one to sing, hum, or play an-
other instrument and the currently played notes will be mapped onto the
new instrument in real time. This allows a beginner, with little musical
background, to sing a melody they wish to play and learn it on a new
instrument and also allows a professional, with an extensive background
on musical theory and other instruments, to compose music on new in-
struments.

Proposed Solution

The proposed solution is for the acoustic input recorded into an ana-
log MEMS microphone and the signal will go through an ADC. This will
connect to a DSP chip which handles the frequency analysis. This will
connect to a microprocessor which controls the LEDs on piano keys. The
DSP chip filters noise, additional signals from the instrument, and har-
monics to determine the current notes being played. The frequencies of
the notes will correspond to positions on an instrument which can be
indicated by LEDs.

1.2 Background

The software complexity will be within the pitch detection algorithm.
Noise, additional harmonics, and overtones first come to mind when fil-
tering. Then there are frequencies which come from striking strings and
frequencies which come from resonances in instrument bodies. The pitch
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detection algorithm will contain signal processing and machine learning al-
gorithms such as autocorrelation and k clustering to accurately determine
the fundamentals.

The hardware complexity of this project will be the system integra-
tion of the power, microphone, controls, and microprocessor.

There are other products in the market which help people earn instru-
ments but they have different limitations which this project overcomes.

SCI V9000 KEY/NOTE VISUALIZER. This $2000 product is
limited because notes must be pre-selected on the piano for students to
learn from later. With the proposed project, users produce the melodies
with their voice or an instrument and the notes on the destination instru-
ment will be shown in real time.

Synthesia This piano learning subscription service is limited to se-
lect songs the company has pre-transcribed for its users, so customers are
unable to write songs with melodies they have come up with.

1.3 High-level Requirements List

• Detect pitches accurately at least 80 percent of the time,

• Analyze up to three notes simultaneously when a chord is played.

• Record at least two instruments, voice and guitar, and accurately map the
notes to the piano.
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2 Design

2.1 Block Diagram

Successful operation of this system relies on three units: a power supply
unit, control unit, and audio unit. The audio unit listens to the acoustic
sounds the signal is amplified into the ADC of the control unit. The signal
processing unit contains the algorithms to determine the fundamentals of
the acoustic signal. All modules in this unit are supplied by 3.3V and 5.0
V which are output by the voltage regulator in the power unit. The power
unit contains a USB/USB-C connection for wide charging accessibility.

Figure 1: Project Block Diagram
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2.2 Power Supply Unit

The Power module connects two 3.7V 18650 li-ion batteries to voltage
regulators and a charging circuit. The voltage regulators step down to two
5V rails, each separately running a 5V to 3.3V LDO. These will supply
power to other components in our system. The batteries will be charged
via USB to ensure wide compatibility with current chargers.

Our design incorporates TI’s BQ24103 battery charging IC which allows
for detection of high current charging sources. The system is designed
around a nominal voltage of 7.4V, implementing the use of two configured
buck converters to step down to 5V for the LED drivers and a separate 5V
rail for the micro-controller and amplifier chips. The same USB port used
for charging has data connections for directly interfacing with the MCU.

Requirements Verification
USB Input • collect an array of 5v USB charging sources

Vin = 5.0± 0.5V • measure voltage across VBUS before and
after connection to battery charging circuit

Li-Ion Charging IC • deplete battery and attach a power source
to the IC and battery pack

Vout = 5.0± 0.5V • record battery charging current and voltage until
fully charged

• verify circuit follows CC/CV charging scheme
Li-Ion Battery • measure battery voltages at full and empty,

and verify it falls within battery constraints
Vout = 3.7± 0.6V

DC/DC conversion • measure open voltage and verify correct voltages
Vout1 = 3.3± 0.3V • simulate resistive load, and verify output voltages
Vout2 = 5± 0.3V
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2.2.1 Power Unit Schematic

Figure 2: Audio Unit Schematic

•

2.3 Audio Unit

The audio unit contains an electret condenser microphone and an ampli-
fier. The microphone outputs voltage variations due to acoustic vibrations.
These voltage variations are then amplified through the MAX9814 ampli-
fier with automatic gain control. The automatic gain control controls the
amplified signal so it does not surpass the max voltage output of the am-
plifier. This ensures the signal sent to the control/signal processing system
does not surpass the 212 maximum value for the microcontroller.

Table 1: My caption
Requirements Verification
MEMS Mic
Output voltage is between 2.45V and 3V

Feed the mic a sound and measure
the output voltage of the mic

Amplifier
Output voltage is between 3V and 3.3V

Attach the amplifier to the MEMS Mic,
and monitor the output voltage of the
amplifier
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2.3.1 Audio Unit Schematic

Figure 3: Audio Unit Schematic

2.4 Signal Processing Unit

The Signal Processing module takes the analog signal as an input, and
outputs the frequencies of the signal by taking the fourier transform of
the analog input data. It contains the microprocessor and LEDs. The mi-
croprocessor will perform algorithm work on the frequency domain data.
After determining the fundamental frequencies of the audio, the corre-
sponding LEDs on the piano keys will turn on.
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Requirements Verification
ADC

Discretize analog signal from • Connect pin pc10 of microcontroller to
0-5 V to 216 values a DC power supply

• Monitor output readings from ADC by
supplying 0.0 V from the DC supply
• Repeat previous step for 1.0 V,

2.0V, 3.0 V, and 4.0 V
• Values for each voltage value should be

separated 13000 - 14000 digital units apart.

MicroProcessor
Perform FFT on digital data from ADC • Connect a waveform generator’s

output to microcontroller’s digital input
• Generate 50 Hz sine wave

• FFT results should indicate peaks
at n*50Hz where n = 1,2,3...

Determine single fundamental • Play an A4 on the guitar
in monophonic digital data and the algorithm should find the

fundamental at 440 Hz ± 10 Hz
• Repeat for different notes B4, C4, D4..

Determine fundamentals of polyphonic • Play an open C chord on the guitar
sound at 65 Hz, 164 Hz and 196 Hz • Algorithm should find fundamentals

at 65 ± 10 Hz, 164 ± 10 Hz, and 196 ± 10 Hz)
• Repeat for different chords and

vocal recordings
LEDs

Microcontroller programmable • Supply 5.0V to the LED’s Vcc
with 0.1 microFarad bypass capacitor
• Program microcontroller to address

the first LED to dataIn of the LED chain
• First LED should turn on

• Repeat for other LEDs on the chain
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2.4.1 Signal Processing Unit Schematic

Figure 4: LED Schematic
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Figure 5: Microcontroller Schematic

2.5 Tolerance Analysis

The most critical aspect of our project is its ability to identify the note of the
input sound. The components involved are the mic, amplifier, and the algo-
rithm running on the microprocessor. The determined fundamental frequency
is affected by noise which will come from the environment - e.g. fans and the
circuit itself - e.g. microphone, amplifier, and ADC. For the tolerance analysis,
we will investigate how the input sound quality affects the error rate of the
monophonic pitch detection algorithm.

2.5.1 Input Signal SNR

The goal of this analysis is to determine the lowest SNR which the input signal
can have such that the algorithm determines the fundamental frequency within
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the spec limit called Fundamental Frequency Error (FFE)

FFE = |ActualFundamental − CalculatedFundamental| (1)

• Input signal SNR

• Total harmonic distortion of the amplifier

• Algorithm Robustness

To determine the SNR our algorithm can handle, we added a gaussian noise
to a prerecorded input signal. The power of our noise is calculated using the
equation

SNR = 10log10
Psignal

Pnoise
(2)

The SNR was varied by calculating the power of the noise which would result
in a particular SNR. SNRs of 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 , 60 dB were used in this
analysis.

SNR FFE
60 dB 0.1Hz
50 dB 0.3Hz
40 dB 0.5Hz
30 dB 1.0 Hz
20 dB 5.0 Hz
10 dB 7.0 Hz
0 dB 10.0 Hz

Table 2: Tolerance Analysis on SNR

The algorithm stored in the microprocessor in the control system module
poses the greatest risk to the project. The algorithm’s ability to simultaneously
identify multiple fundamentals is more complex than detecting single pitches
and will likely require the most time to develop. If a robust multiple pitch
detection algorithm could not be developed, the customer will not be able to
quickly map chords to the piano. However, single pitch detection is available
for the user to play individual notes of the chord on the source instrument and
know the positions on the piano.
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3 Cost and Schedule

3.1 Cost Analysis

3 persons x 15 hrs/person/week x $50/hr x 13 weeks = $29,250

Parts And Labor Price
Labor $29,250
Microcontroller EFM32PG1 $3.3
MEMS Mic CMA-4544PF-W $0.82
Mic Amplifier MAX9814 $1.51
LEDs $40.50
Batteries $13.00
Stepdown Convertors $6.31
Power MOSFET $5.20
Battery Charger $4.80
Voltage Regulator $3.3
Button JS5208 $3.03
LCD screen LS013B7DH03 $21.62
Total $29,353.39

Table 3: Cost Table
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3.2 Schedule

Time Tasks Ted Chris Jiajun
02/22 Finish the design document x x x
03/02 Board Layout x

Develop pitch detection algorithm on x x
instrument recordings
Order all parts x

03/09 Test pitch detection algorithm x x
Verify power supply components x
Verify ADC, FFT, and LCD on board and LEDs x x

03/16 Finalize/order PCB Design Rev1 x
Verify mic and amplifier x
Make algorithm process in real time x x
Stream battery status and current
instrument on LCD x

03/23 SPRING BREAK
Solder components on board x x x
Verify PCB & Debug x x x
Port algorithm to C and reduce run-time x x

03/30 Order final PCB x
Test algorithm on hardware x x x

04/06 Debug and finish remaining items x x x
04/13 Finish Technical Work x x x
04/20 Finish Presentation x x x
04/27 Finish Paper x x x

Table 4: Time Table and Task Distribution
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4 Ethics and Safety

4.1 Ethics

To follow the #7 of IEEE code of ethics, “to seek, accept, and offer honest
criticism of technical work, to acknowledge and correct errors, and to credit
properly the contributions of others”[2]. We will be designing our own hardware
module and software algorithms. If we come upon existing solutions that are
available for us to use in our design, we will properly cite them. We will offer
constructive advice to our team members and consider the advice given to us
by other students, professors, and TA’s to improve the project.

This project doesn’t illegally use other people’s musical work, so there shouldn’t
be any issues related to copyright infringement

The project’s use case is pretty limited for personal instrument learning, we
don’t think there will be misuses of our project.

4.2 Safety

Li-ion batteries can explode when they are overcharged or overheated[3]. To
prevent that, we need to make sure the battery is correctly charged and properly
handled. The battery charging IC handles the voltages when charging, however
we should always be present when handing a connected battery. We also need to
make sure no water gets near the battery, and make sure the battery isn’t short
circuited or handled near a fire. We will monitor our battery temperature, and
in software, implement emergency shutdown when the battery is overheated.
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